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Easy Self Introductions
For People Who Loathe Networking
& Introducing Themselves!
EBook. Examples. Templates. Exercises.
6 Ways to Creatively Introduce Yourself In 30 Painless Seconds.
Geraldine Barkworth, Speaking Coach @ Goddess of Public Speaking
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Who Me?
Yes, You!
Picture this: You are at a workshop. The Facilitator announces: “Self-Introductions!” She gives
everyone 30 seconds. She’d like to start with… don’t freak out… you. Yes, you!
DOESN’T EVERYONE HATE INTRODUCING THEMSELVES?
Yep. Your heart races. Your mind goes blank. Mostly you miss out on listening to everyone
else’s self-introduction because you are really busy constructing a witty and clever self intro.
FIRST IMPRESSIONS
Your self-introduction creates a first impression. The trouble with first impressions is they last.
And lasting negative impressions require sooo much effort to change to the positive. Why not
just learn how to introduce yourself well and begin with a bang, not a whimper?
COMMON SELF-INTRO MISTAKES
1. Forget to mention your name.
2. Ramble and get gonged off for going overtime.
3. You don’t “end” but fade away as you sink into your chair.
4. Say too much too soon and overwhelm everyone.
5. Be mind-numbingly boring… because you are bored.
6. Apologise for existing before and after you speak.
7. Sound just like everyone else and be just as forgettable.
8. Inappropriately list your achievements like a verbal CV.
9. Launch into a high-powered selling tirade.
10. Fail to explain who you are and why anyone should listen to you.
THE IMPACT OF A “STUFF-UP”
Oooh dear, are now you shrivelling up with the memory of a time
you really “stuffed up” your self-intro? Or remember the compassion you felt when someone
else was struggling like a butterfly on a pin in front of the group?
THE GOOD STUFF YOU’LL BE ABLE TO DO
Apart from leap tall buildings, save decimated species and confidence as blinding as your
dazzling teeth, your ability to introduce yourself creatively, quickly and memorably helps you:
1. expand your confidence as you instantly feel good about yourself,
2. relax knowing you have professionally conveyed all you need to in that moment,
3. attract the right kind of clients and connections because the right people, heard you.
But first, you need to answer the 3 unconscious questions, lurking in everyone’s mind…
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The 3 Questions In Everyone’s Mind
As in… “Why Should I Listen To You?”
Human beings are hard wired to quickly assess the danger and the benefits of every new
situation. We all go through this assessment process unconsciously in our minds. And we apply
it to everything new, whether buying a breakfast cereal, deciding which movie to watch or,
meeting new people. You can use these questions to help you creatively introduce yourself.
PROVE YOU ARE A SAFE RISK
There are 3 evaluative questions people unconsciously ask
themselves. These are the ones you need to answer quickly in your
short self-introduction, to demonstrate that listening to you is a
benefit and a safe risk of their time, money and attention.
1. Who are you to me?
2. How will I benefit from this?
3. What are you asking me to do?
Whether we shop for groceries, analyse the government budget or
listen to a colleague speak at a meeting, these are the same three critical questions we ask
ourselves each time.
You may now be re-evaluating the last time you spoke, whether it was in a small meeting,
large group or a networking event. Did you establish the answer to those questions with your
listeners? And did you do it right up front to counter unconscious objections so they quickly
became engaged and interested?
Answer those 3 unspoken questions in the first few minutes and your credibility and relevance
will go through the roof! Your listeners will relax and listen to what you say because you
addressed their unconscious fears. See how the example below also makes a perfect short
self-introduction. Hint, hint.
EXAMPLE
1. Who are you to me?
“MY NAME IS LOU AND I’M A PROFESSIONAL PSYCHOLOGIST.
2. How will I benefit from this?
I’M THE PERSON YOU CALL WHEN THE WHEELS HAVE COME UNSTUCK IN YOUR LIFE. I HELP PEOPLE GET BACK ON
TRACK WITH A 12-WEEK RESILIENCE PROGRAM.
3. What are you asking me to do?

IF THIS FEELS LIKE ACTION TIME TO YOU OR SOMEONE YOU KNOW, PLEASE TAKE MY CARD AND CALL ME.
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6 Ways to Creatively Introduce Yourself
In 30 Painless Seconds
Just like washing-up styles, there are hundreds of ways to introduce yourself professionally.
I’ve chosen 6 creative, credible and cruisy styles for your delight. I’ve listed them below and
given a 30 second length sample for each. For some, I also include a 5 and a 60 second
example. Try them all and modify to suit yourself so that you come out sounding like… you.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

I Fix That!
Expert Tip
Client Story
Off the Cuff
Show Don’t Tell
Raving Fan Praise

(shows how you fix typical client issues)
(demonstrates expertise, credibility and generosity)
(explains who your clients are and the results they achieve)
(shows confidence to think on your feet and segue elegantly)
(enables you to speak less and creatively show what you do)
(demonstrates credibility and results without over explaining)

Does this sound like a big ask? How can you possibly fit all this information within 30 spoken
seconds or less? And ensure your POD is radiating beams of attraction for the right people!
And that you’ve answered those 3 unconscious questions! I favour 30 seconds because it’s
easy and commonly requested by event facilitators. It’s also easily modified to suit impromptu
social situations like sharing an elevator or munching on morning tea at a seminar.
KEEP IN MIND
•

Listeners generally remember their first and last impression. That’s why it’s useful to
repeat your name at the beginning and the end.

•

Avoid verbal fluff and clutter – no “how to” details or descriptions of your process. A
Self-Intro is an invitation to engage with you, not a hard sell or lecture opportunity!

•

Stay relevant (to your listeners’ interests), stay appropriate (to the present situation),
stay flexible (to the constantly changing conditions of time, mood and location).

•

Stick to the recommended time limit. It’s an indicator of your ability to manage
yourself professionally and of your confidence and credibility.

•

Be authentic and imperfect. A polished memorised spiel sounds like… a polished
memorised spiel. Kind of like a wind-up toy. This means you must let go of your fear of
being imperfect or of not being good enough. Trust yourself to prepare well.

•

It’s a good idea to have a few scripts up your sleeve to avoid sounding like a broken
record. Once you have internalised the concept, you will start to ad lib and customise
to each occasion. You will be authentic, off the cuff and relevant every time.

AND NOW, I INVITE TO PLAY WITH THE 6 SELF-INTROS…
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